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Fresh ideas to the
fore in Berlin
Packed with insight and inspiration,
Fruitnet World of Fresh Ideas is the best
way to start your visit to Fruit Logistica
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Highlights of this year’s show include:
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Helping hands

Fruchthandel Magazin Retail Award

Tom Coen of Belgian group Octinion

The winners of this year’s annual prize will

updates the show on his company’s

be unveiled, followed by a review of the
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German retail business by Helmut Hübsch

Fruitnet World of Fresh Ideas’ resident
packaging specialist Gilad Sadan will report
on the latest trends affecting this key area
of the fresh produce supply chain, while
Salvador Martinez of Spanish group
Obeikan will present new ideas for
alternative packaging formats.
Latin quarter
With more than 15 years' experience in the
industry working for the likes of Tesco and
Bakkavor, Leonardo Cruz now provides
valuable advice and assistance to food and
retail organisations across the Americas.
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Sea changes
Julio Nestar of shipping company MSC
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Further afield
Dan Maclean of post-harvest specialist
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for Fruitnet World of Fresh Ideas'.

AgroFresh talks about growth in demand
for quality produce in Asia.
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Fruitnet is the official cooperation partner
of Fruit Logistica.

Ideas to offer his thoughts on where the

Wholesale changes

fresh produce industry goes next, focusing
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Price patterns
Other topics include:
Trend-setters

Ukrainian start-up FreshBot shows how
better price monitoring can create new
opportunities for export.
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